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1. Completely remove your data and overwrite with zeros 2. Do the same thing to every bit, byte, and sector of the disk drive 3. You can safely restore original data to partition 4. Can be used to erase floppy disk, zip disk, hard disk, external drive and so on. 5. No extra software is required. SecurityWipe is a professional application designed to completely erase data on
your hard drives. You can completely erase data on hard drives, external drive, zip drive, flash memory and more. When you delete files or any other information from your drive, it isn't gone! The information is still there. Even if you format the drive, the data still has changce to be recovered. Overwrite every byte on target drive is the abosolute secure way to erase the
data on drive. SecurityWipe uses powerful wipe & erase technology to completely eliminate data on hard drive, external drive, flash memory, zip drive and more. It is very easy to use, needn't professional knowledge and skills. SecurityWipe supports several wipe methods, included stand overwrite (overwrite with zeros) (1 pass), US Department of Defense DoD
5220.22-M(E) (3 passes), DoD 5220.22-M(ECE) (7 passes), US Army AR380-19 (3 passes) and Russian GOST P50739-95 (2 passes). SecurityWipe Description: 1. Completely remove your data and overwrite with zeros 2. Do the same thing to every bit, byte, and sector of the disk drive 3. You can safely restore original data to partition 4. Can be used to erase floppy
disk, zip disk, hard disk, external drive and so on. 5. No extra software is required. MacDisk Wiper is an effective application to completely erase and to secure erase disk drives. It allows you to wipe out all data in any sector and any cluster of the disk drive. The drive content will be overwritten with zeros in one or multiple passes. The erase mode will lead you to
complete, thorough erase as well as making data recovery impossible. When you delete files or any other information from your hard drive, it isn't gone! The information is still there. Even if you format the drive, the data still has changce to be recovered. MacDisk Wiper supports wipe methods, including stand wipe, tri-pass
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★ Supports wipe/erase/clean drive on FAT32, NTFS, exFAT, FAT16, VFAT, FAT32, EXT2, EXT3, EXT4, NTFS, HFS+, ISO9660, UDF, UFS, BSD, BtrFS, Linux/NTFS, Linux/UFS, Mac OS, Linux/ext2, Linux/ext3, Linux/ext4, NTFS, NTFS5. ★ Completely wipes/erases/cleans multiple partitions including NTFS, exFAT, VFAT, FAT16, FAT32, EXT2, EXT3,
EXT4, NTFS, HFS+, ISO9660, UDF, UFS, BSD, BtrFS, Linux/NTFS, Linux/UFS, Mac OS, Linux/ext2, Linux/ext3, Linux/ext4, NTFS, NTFS5. ★ Wipes out all files, folders, subfolders, volume labels, BitLocker volumes, hidden files and folder from internal/external hard drives, USB thumb drives, memory cards, Compact Flash memory, hard disks, SSDs and more.
★ Safely overwrites every byte on target drive (NTFS, ext2, ext3, ext4, exFAT, VFAT, UFS, ISO9660, FAT32, FAT16, BSD, BtrFS, FFS, ext2, ext3, ext4, exFAT, VFAT, UFS, NTFS, ISO9660, FAT32, FAT16, BSD, BtrFS, FFS, ext2, ext3, ext4, NTFS, UFS, ISO9660, FAT32, FAT16, BSD, BtrFS, FFS). ★ The best free tool for wiping hard drives and memory
cards. No charge. No registration. No credits. It's a free utility. ★ Works on any drive without programming knowledge (FAT32, NTFS, exFAT, FAT16, VFAT, FAT32, EXT2, EXT3, EXT4, NTFS, HFS+, ISO9660, UDF, UFS, BSD, BtrFS, Linux/NTFS, Linux/UFS, Mac OS, Linux/ext2, Linux/ext3, Linux

What's New In?
StorageWipe is a professional application designed to completely erase data on your hard drives. You can completely erase data on hard drives, external drive, zip drive, flash memory and more. When you delete files or any other information from your drive, it isn't gone! The information is still there. Even if you format the drive, the data still has changce to be
recovered. Overwrite every byte on target drive is the abosolute secure way to erase the data on drive. StorageWipe uses powerful wipe & erase technology to completely eliminate data on hard drive, external drive, flash memory, zip drive and more. It is very easy to use, needn't professional knowledge and skills. StorageWipe suppots several wipe methods, included
stand overwrite (overwrite with zeros) (1 pass), US Department of Defense DoD 5220.22-M(E) (3 passes), DoD 5220.22-M(ECE) (7 passes), US Army AR380-19 (3 passes) and Russian GOST P50739-95 (2 passes). Main features: - Erase free space, if target drive is formatted. - Disconnect target drive before use. - Support overwrite methods: US Department of
Defense 5220.22-M(E), US Army AR380-19, US Army AR380-19, DoD 5220.22-M(ECE), DoD 5220.22-M(ECE), Russian GOST P50739-95 and Russian GOST P50739-95. - Support overwrite level: (1, 2, 3, 7, 11, 15, 20). - Support overwrite free space: Yes. - Support overwrite to target partition: Yes. - Free internal buffer for optimized speed. - Supports multiple
drives simultaneously. - Supports NTFS and FAT32 file systems. - Allow selecting exact target partition. - Support system tray icon for status. - Support all types of hard drives: internal, USB and SD card. - Support all types of floppy drives. - Support password protect. - Support delete files before wiping. - Support to control the program with a keyboard shortcut.
Microsoft Windows Software - RAR File Manager 0.13 RAR File Manager is a powerful file manager for RAR archives. It features support for reading and extracting archives created by WinRAR and other RAR-compatible applications. The program allows working with archives created by WinRAR and unpack... 1.57 MB Windows Software - WinUSB 1.0 WinUSB
is a small open source utility that makes it very easy to install and use a custom-built device as a USB2.0 device. It also allows an installation of a bootable ISO image to a USB stick or other storage device. The
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System Requirements:
Recommended: Windows 7/8.1/10, 64-bit OS, 1.6 GHz CPU, 2 GB RAM, 1024×768 resolution. Windows 7/8.1/10, 32-bit OS, 1.6 GHz CPU, 2 GB RAM, 1024×768 resolution. AVAILABLE ON STEAM (also on the Big Picture website) A 9 year old teenager, being the kind of kid she is, wishes her best friend to be the girl of her dreams. But her best friend, for
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